
Renegades Worldwide – ‘On The Run’ ft. Slim
Spitta and Jodie B –  is Now a Music Video - A
Harmonious Union of Contrasts

On the Run Music Video, Produced by Dr. Anonymous

Global Hip Collaborative Releases a New

Music Video with Artists from Houston

Texas, Canada, and The San Francisco

Bay Area

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 16, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In the vast realm

of hip-hop, creating a seamlessly

cohesive collaborative album with a

crew of skilled rappers from around

the globe appears to be an

insurmountable task. The intricate

interplay of lyrical prowess, combining the individual styles and talents of each artist, within a

single project, has rarely been achieved. Yet, there are those who fearlessly challenge these

preconceived notions, breaking through barriers and surpassing all expectations. Fresh Cut Wax

Renegades Worldwide,

spearheaded by the

trailblazing Fresh Cut Wax

LLC and The Five1Hero,

have shattered the

limitations of global

collaboration within the hip-

hop realm.”

Tuned Loud Magazine

LLC, a burgeoning record label hailing from Oakland,

California, helmed by the audacious and visionary

executive producer, The Five1Hero, has accomplished the

unimaginable. Their latest offering, the hip-hop

collaboration project aptly named Renegades Worldwide,

showcases a diverse ensemble of emcees hailing from

Switzerland, Nigeria, Atlanta, Trinidad, Spain, Australia,

Houston, Canada, and the United Kingdom.

“Global Domination” – A Triumph: Within the depths of the

album, entitled “Global Domination,” lies a testament to

the profound influence and impact of Renegades

Worldwide and The Five1Hero on the rap and hip-hop landscape.

It transcends mere skill, morphing into a powerful movement and an unrivaled measurement of

their prowess. As the project unfurls, listeners are treated to an exquisite fusion of captivating

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://freshcutwax.com
https://freshcutwax.com
https://songwhip.com/renegadesworldwide


On the Run Produced by Jodie B

Slim Spitta, Rapper in the Collab, Rengages

Worldwide hails from Houston Texas

The Five1Hero in the Studio

beats, dazzling wordplay, and

breathtaking lyricism, encapsulating

the very essence of what defines the

genre.

The Breakthrough – “On The Run”: The

epitome of this extraordinary endeavor

can be found in the “On The Run,”

featuring the unmatched talents of

Houston’s own Slim Spitta and the

enchanting songstress, Jodie B. In this

groundbreaking collaboration, Slim

Spitta effortlessly delivers hard-hitting

bars, while Jodie B lends her blues-

inspired vocal hook, resulting in a

harmonious union of sonic contrasts.

This remarkable synergy has propelled

“On The Run” to the pinnacle of the

album, capturing the hearts and ears

of listeners worldwide.

A Journey of Transformation: Slim

Spitta and Jodie B, delve into the dark

underbelly of a life lived on the edge.

Through their poignant lyrics and

captivating delivery, the artists paint a

vivid picture of the struggles, sacrifices,

and unwavering determination of

individuals trapped in a world of

constant motion and adversity. “On

The Run” offers a poignant narrative of

individuals trapped in a perpetual cycle

of adversity and survival.

Slim Spitta’s gritty verses and Jodie B’s

soul-stirring hook converge to create a

vivid and emotionally charged

depiction of the challenges they face.

The song encapsulates the relentless pursuit of redemption and the indomitable spirit that

emerges when confronted with desperate circumstances. Through their collaboration, Slim

Spitta and Jodie B illuminate the often overlooked realities of those living on the fringes,

reminding us of the resilience and strength found within the human spirit.

https://youtu.be/Y9WlIVu62LA


The Global Domination Album Cover

A Visual Extravaganza: To complement

the infectious music, Dr Anonymous,

renowned for his videography prowess,

has ingeniously crafted a music video

that transcends conventional

boundaries. Seamlessly merging

cutting-edge visuals with the pulsating

rhythm of the track, the result is a 360-

degree sensory experience that

captivates and mesmerizes. Prepare to

have your mind blown as the video

immerses you in an unparalleled

journey of sight and sound.

Conclusion: Renegades Worldwide,

spearheaded by the trailblazing Fresh

Cut Wax LLC and The Five1Hero, have

shattered the limitations of global

collaboration within the hip-hop realm.

“Global Domination” stands as a

testament to their fearlessness, showcasing the remarkable achievements that can be attained

when barriers are dismantled and creativity knows no boundaries.

Through their unrivaled fusion of talent and vision, Renegades Worldwide is redefining the rules

of engagement, pushing the envelope of what is conceivable in the world of hip-hop. Brace

yourself for an audacious and electrifying experience that will leave an indelible mark on the

genre for years to come.

To Keep with all things Fresh Cut Wax by Subscribing to their Mailing list:

http://eepurl.com/irph4Q

YouTube Channels:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCba2NzzZfO80-haksTJddlA

https://www.youtube.com/@thefive1hero756

Official YouTube Video:

https://youtu.be/Y9WlIVu62LA

From the Album Global Domination by Renegades Worldwide

Buy/Listen to the Full-Length Album:

Amazon: 

https://www.amazon.com/music/player/albums/B09W1Q7GN3?*entries*=0&*Version*=1

http://eepurl.com/irph4Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCba2NzzZfO80-haksTJddlA
https://www.youtube.com/@thefive1hero756
https://youtu.be/Y9WlIVu62LA
https://www.amazon.com/music/player/albums/B09W1Q7GN3?*entries*=0&amp;*Version*=1


iTunes: 

https://music.apple.com/us/album/global-domination/1615328994

YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=OLAK5uy_lFndKUbESlgCLZUaoQ7nzUGuU0SxwzlsM

Spotify:

https://open.spotify.com/album/6wCeMa3ExnvlhmzpfDphcN?si=Ti2BbVcvTtqQkN82znQKdQ

YouTube Music:

https://music.youtube.com/playlist?list=OLAK5uy_lyJmsSTtYcaW2tHHkdw2ca1aXv8Q3Gf2E

Tidal:

https://listen.tidal.com/album/221798631

Pandora:

https://www.pandora.com/artist/renegades-worldwide/global-domination/ALXX3t2J5k7lcg9

More by Renegades Worldwide and Executive Producer The Five1Hero, Slim Spitta and Jodie B:

Renegades Worldwide:

https://songwhip.com/renegadesworldwide

Five1Hero:

https://songwhip.com/thefive1hero

Slim Spitta:

https://songwhip.com/slimspitta

Jodie B:

https://songwhip.com/jodieb

#rap #hiphop #dj #hiphopmusic #hiphopculture #femalerapper #rapmusic #rnb #dj

#bayarearap #oakland #rapper #musicproducer #bluesmusic #lofi #downtempo

#electronicmusic #music #ambient #electronica #chillout #triphop  #techno #electronic

#hiphop #house #downtempomusic #newmusic #housemusic #ambientmusic #lofi

#chilloutmusic #psychedelic #beats  #blues #modernrock
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